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Abstract. Given a compact, connected Lie group K, we use principal K-bundles to con-
struct manifolds with prescribed finite-dimensional algebraic models. Conversely, let
M be a compact, connected, smooth manifold which supports an almost free K-action.
Under a partial formality assumption on the orbit space and a regularity assumption on
the characteristic classes of the action, we describe an algebraic model for M with com-
mensurate finiteness and partial formality properties. The existence of such a model
has various implications on the structure of the cohomology jump loci of M and of the
representation varieties of pi1pMq. As an application, we show that compact Sasakian
manifolds of dimension 2n ` 1 are pn ´ 1q-formal, and that their fundamental groups
are filtered-formal. Further applications to the study of weighted-homogeneous isolated
surface singularities are also given.
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2 STEFAN PAPADIMA AND ALEXANDER I. SUCIU
1. Introduction and statement of results
1.1. Algebraic models for spaces. The rational homotopy type of a nilpotent CW-space
of finite type can be reconstructed from algebraic models associated to it. If the space in
question is a smooth manifold M, the standard model is the de Rham algebra Ω.dRpMq of
smooth forms on the manifold, endowed with a wedge product and differential satisfying
the graded Leibniz rule. Sullivan [47] associated to any space X a commutative, differen-
tial graded C-algebra (for short, a cdga), denoted by Ω.pXq, which serves as the reference
algebraic model for the space. In particular, H.pΩpXqq “ H.pX,Cq.
We are interested here in algebraic models of a connected CW-complex X which satisfy
certain finiteness and formality conditions. As shown in [17], models with finiteness prop-
erties contain valuable topological information related to the structure around the origin
of both representation varieties of fundamental groups and the loci where the correspond-
ing twisted homology of spaces (in degrees up to a fixed q ě 1) jumps. This requires the
finiteness of the q-skeleton of X, but no nilpotence condition. When finiteness of models
comes from stronger formality properties of X, additional nice features hold.
More precisely, we say that A. is q-finite if A is connected (i.e., A0 “ C) and Ai is
finite-dimensional, for each i ď q. Likewise, we say that pA., dq is a q-model for X if A
has the same q-type as Ω.pXq, i.e., there is a zig-zag of morphisms connecting these two
cdgas, with each such morphism inducing isomorphisms in homology up to degree q and
a monomorphism in degree q ` 1. Furthermore, we say that pA, dq is q-formal if it can
be connected to pH.pAq, d “ 0q by such a zig-zag of cdga morphisms. Finally, we say
X is q-formal if Ω.pXq has this property. All these notions have obvious analogues when
q “ 8, in which case we drop the prefix q.
Let K be a compact, connected real Lie group. If a connected space X admits a finite
model, it is known that any principal K-bundle over X has the same property. Our first
result (proved in Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 7.3) uses this fact to provide a systematic
way of constructing a rich variety of new, interesting spaces admitting finite models. To
state this result, we identify the cohomology algebra H.pK,Qq with an exterior algebra
on odd-degree generators,
Źpt1, . . . , trq, where r “ rank K.
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a connected, finite CW-space. If X has a finite, rational model
B, then any Hirsch extension A “ B bτ Źpt1, . . . , trq can be realized as a finite, rational
model of some principal K-bundle Y over X. Moreover, if the cdga B satisfies Poincare´
duality in dimension n, then A has the same property in dimension n` dim K.
As is well-known, the formality property of a space X is not necessarily inherited by
a principal K-bundle Y over X. Our next result gives a useful algebraic criterion on the
characteristic classes of the bundle which implies the q-formality of Y .
Let H. be a connected, commutative graded algebra, and let teαu be a sequence of
homogeneous elements of degree nα ą 0. We say that this sequence is q-regular if for
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each α, the class of eα in the quotient algebra Hα “ H{řβăα eβH has trivial annihilator
up to degree q´ nα ` 2.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose e1, . . . , er is an even-degree, q-regular sequence in H
.. Then the
Hirsch extension A “ H bτ Źpt1, . . . , trq with d “ 0 on H and dtα “ τptαq “ eα has the
same q-type as pH{řα eαH, d “ 0q. In particular, A is q-formal.
For q “ 8, this is a classical property of Koszul complexes from commutative algebra,
see [25, Proposition 3.6]. Work of Borel [9] and Chevalley [15] supplies examples of
fully regular sequences in graded polynomial rings which arise in the context of compact
connected Lie groups and finite reflection groups.
The above notion of partial regularity seems well adapted to the study of cohomol-
ogy rings of finite-dimensional CW-complexes. The Hard Lefschetz Theorem provides
natural examples of one-element partially regular sequences in the cohomology rings of
compact Ka¨hler manifolds, known to be formal by work of Deligne et al. [16]. Theorem
1.2 may be applied to analyze the partial formality of arbitrary homogeneous spaces of
compact, connected Lie groups. As shown in Example 4.6, the resulting estimates are
sharp in certain cases.
1.2. Almost free K-actions. We now switch to a topological context which is broader
than principal bundles. Consider a compact, connected, smooth manifold M (without
boundary) on which a compact, connected Lie group K acts smoothly. The K-action on
M is said to be almost free if all its isotropy groups are finite. Let K Ñ EKˆM Ñ MK be
the Borel construction on M, and let τ : H.pK,Cq Ñ H.` 1pMK ,Cq be the transgression in
the Serre spectral sequence of this bundle.
Let N “ M{K be the orbit space. The projection map pr : MK Ñ N induces an iso-
morphism pr˚ : H.pN,Cq Ñ H.pMK ,Cq. We identify the cohomology algebra H.pK,Cq
with the exterior algebra on odd-degree generators t1, . . . , tr, as before, and we let eα “
ppr˚q´1pτptαqq P Hmα`1pN,Cq be the corresponding characteristic classes.
It is known that a model for M can be built from the Sullivan model Ω.pNq and the
above characteristic classes, via a suitable Hirsch extension with
Ź
PK , where PK “
spantt1, . . . , tru. Our next result uses this fact, together with Theorem 1.2, to construct
a q-model for M which is both q-finite and q-formal, under suitable partial formality con-
ditions on the orbit space N and regularity conditions on the sequence teαu, and for q in a
certain range.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose the K-action on M is almost free, the orbit space N “ M{K
is k-formal, for some k ą maxtmαu, and the characteristic classes e1, . . . , er form a q-
regular sequence in the graded ring H. “ H.pN,Cq, for some q ď k. Then the cdga`
H.Lřα eαH., d “ 0˘ is a finite q-model for M. In particular, M is q-formal.
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In Example 4.10, we construct for an arbitrary K a family of almost free K-manifolds
for which we are able to describe a lower bound for partial formality using the above
result. In Example 4.9, this type of estimate becomes optimal.
The 1-formality property of a connected CW-complex X with finite 1-skeleton depends
only on its fundamental group, pi “ pi1pXq. Furthermore, the 1-formality of pi is equivalent
to the Malcev Lie algebra mppiq constructed by Quillen in [45] being filtered-isomorphic
to the degree completion of a quadratic, finitely generated Lie algebra L. If L is merely
assumed to have homogeneous relations, then the group pi is said to be filtered formal.
Theorem 1.4. Let pi “ pi1pMq be the fundamental group of a compact, connected mani-
fold M on which a compact, connected Lie group K acts almost freely, with 2-formal orbit
space. Then:
(1) The group pi is filtered-formal. More precisely, the Malcev Lie algebra mppiq is
isomorphic to the degree completion of L{r, where L is the free Lie algebra on
H1ppi,Cq and r is a homogeneous ideal generated in degrees 2 and 3.
(2) For every complex linear algebraic group G, the germ at the trivial representation
1 of the representation variety Homgrppi,Gq is defined by quadrics and cubics only.
This result has the same flavor as the weight obstructions of Morgan [35] and Kapovich–
Millson [28], which are specific to fundamental groups of quasi-projective manifolds and
germs of their representation varieties, respectively. On the other hand, our theorem may
be applied to arbitrary principal K-bundles over formal, compact manifolds.
1.3. Cohomology jump loci. The characteristic varieties of a space X with respect to a
rational representation ι : G Ñ GLpVq are the sets V is pX, ιq consisting of those represen-
tations ρ : pi Ñ G for which the twisted cohomology group HipX,Vι˝ρq has C-dimension
at least s. In degree i “ 1, these varieties depend only on the group pi “ pi1pXq, and so
we may denote them as V 1s ppi, ιq. In the rank 1 case, i.e., when G “ C˚ and ι “ idC˚ , we
simply write the characteristic varieties of X as V is pXq.
When M is a closed, orientable manifold of dimension n, it is known that Poincare´
duality imposes subtle restrictions on these global jump loci. Now suppose that X is a
finite CW-complex admitting a finite model A, which is an n-dimensional Poincare´ duality
cdga. Then, as we show in Theorem 7.7, there is an analytic involution of the germ at the
origin, Homppi1pXq,Gqp1q, which identifies V is pX, ιqp1q with V n´is pX, ιqp1q, for all i, s, where
ι is the identity representation of GLpVq. Furthermore, in the rank 1 case, this involution
is induced by the involution ρ ÞÑ ρ´1 of the character group Homppi1pXq,C˚q.
Let again M be a smooth, closed manifold supporting an almost free K-action. The pro-
jection p : M Ñ M{K induces a natural epimorphism p7 : pi1pMq  piorb1 pM{Kq between
orbifold fundamental groups. Our next result establishes a tight connection between the
germs at the origin of the rank 1 characteristic varieties and the SL2pCq representation
varieties of pi1pMq and piorb1 pM{Kq.
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Theorem 1.5. Suppose that the transgression P.K Ñ H.` 1pMKq – H.` 1pM{Kq is injec-
tive in degree 1. Then the following hold.
(1) If the orbit space N “ M{K has a 2-finite 2-model, then the epimorphism p7
induces a local analytic isomorphism between V 1s ppi1pMqqp1q and V 1s ppiorb1 pNqqp1q,
for all s.
(2) If N is 2-formal, then p7 induces an analytic isomorphism between the germs at 1
of Homppi1pMq,Gq and Homppiorb1 pNq,Gq, for G “ SL2pCq or a Borel subgroup.
For instance, let K be a compact, connected Lie group, and let N be a compact, formal
manifold with b2pNq ě dim P1K . Applying Theorem 1.1, we may use these data to con-
struct interesting principal K-bundles M Ñ N which fit into the purview of Theorem 1.5;
see Example 5.8 for more details.
In the case when K “ S 1, suppose M is a closed, orientable Seifert fibered 3-manifold
with non-zero Euler class, and let p : M Ñ M{S 1 “ Σg be the projection map onto a
Riemann surface of genus g. Then the above theorem insures that V 1s pMqp1q – V 1s pΣgqp1q,
for all s, and Homppi1pMq,SL2pCqqp1q – Homppi1pΣgq,SL2pCqqp1q, as analytic germs at the
trivial representation 1; see Corollary 5.9.
1.4. Sasakian manifolds. In many ways, Sasakian geometry is an odd-dimensional ana-
logue of Ka¨hler geometry. More explicitly, every compact Sasakian manifold M admits
an almost-free circle action with orbit space N “ M{S 1 a Ka¨hler orbifold. Furthermore,
the Euler class of the action coincides with the Ka¨hler class of the base, h P H2pN,Qq,
and this class satisfies the Hard Lefschetz property.
As shown by Tievsky in [49], every Sasakian manifold M as above has a rationally
defined, finite model of the form pH.pNq bŹptq, dq, where the differential d vanishes on
H.pNq and sends t to h. Using this model and Theorem 1.2, we prove in §6 the following
theorem, which is the Sasakian analog of the main result from [16], namely, the formality
of compact Ka¨hler manifolds.
Theorem 1.6. Let M be a compact Sasakian manifold of dimension 2n ` 1. Then M is
pn´ 1q-formal.
We make this statement more precise in Theorem 6.7, by providing an explicit, finite
pn´ 1q-model with zero differential for M over an arbitrary field of characteristic 0. This
result is optimal; indeed, for each n ě 1, the p2n ` 1q-dimensional Heisenberg compact
nilmanifold H n is a Sasakian manifold, yet it is not n-formal. Theorem 1.6 strengthens
a statement of Kasuya [30], who claimed that, for n ě 2, a Sasakian manifold as above
is 1-formal. The proof of that claim, though, has a gap, which we avoid by giving a
proof based on a very different approach. The formality of compact Sasakian manifolds
is also analyzed by Biswas et al. in [7], using Massey products. Furthermore, Mun˜oz and
Tralle show in [36] that a compact, simply-connected, 7-dimensional Sasakian manifold
is formal if and only if all triple Massey products vanish.
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A group pi is said to be a Sasakian group if it can be realized as the fundamental group
of a compact Sasakian manifold. A major open problem in the field (cf. [10, 14]) is to
characterize this class of groups. Applying the previous theorems, we obtain new, rather
stringent restrictions on a finitely presented group pi being Sasakian.
Theorem 1.7. Let pi “ pi1pM2n`1q be the fundamental group of a compact Sasakian man-
ifold of dimension 2n` 1. Then:
(1) The group pi is filtered-formal, and in fact 1-formal if n ą 1.
(2) All irreducible components of the characteristic varieties V 1s ppiq passing through
the identity are algebraic subtori of the character group Homppi,C˚q.
(3) If G is a complex linear algebraic group, then the germ at the origin of Homppi,Gq
is defined by quadrics and cubics only, and in fact by quadrics only if n ą 1.
Furthermore, if G “ SL2pCq or a Borel subgroup thereof, then the germs at 1 of
Homppi1pMq,Gq and V 1s ppi1pMqq, for all s, depend (in an explicit way) only on the graded
ring H.pM{S 1,Cq, while the Tievsky model also depends in an essential manner on the
Ka¨hler class h P H2pM{S 1,Qq; see Corollary 6.12.
1.5. Quasi-projective manifolds. The infinitesimal analogue of the G-representation
variety Homppi,Gq around the origin 1 is the set of g-valued flat connections on a cdga A,
where g is the Lie algebra of the Lie group G. By definition, this is the set F pA, gq of
elements in A1bg which satisfy the Maurer–Cartan equation, dω` 12rω,ωs “ 0, having as
basepoint the trivial connection 0. If dim A1 ă 8, thenF pA, gq is a Zariski-closed subset
of the affine space A1b g, which contains the closed subvarietyF 1pA, gq consisting of all
tensors of the form ηb g with dη “ 0.
To define the infinitesimal counterpart of characteristic varieties, let θ : gÑ glpVq be a
finite-dimensional representation. To each ω P F pA, gq there is an associated covariant
derivative, dω : A
.b V Ñ A.` 1 b V , given by dω “ d b idV ` adω. By flatness, d2ω “ 0.
The resonance varieties of A with respect to θ are the sets R ispA, θq consisting of those
ω P F pA, gq for which dim HipA b V, dωq ě s. If A is q-finite, then these subsets are
Zariski-closed in F pA, gq, for all i ď q. Furthermore, if HipAq ‰ 0, then R i1pA, θq
contains the closed subvarietyΠpA, θq consisting of all ηbg P F 1pA, gqwith det θpgq “ 0.
By work of Arapura [3], the key to understanding the degree-1 characteristic varieties
of rank 1 for a quasi-projective manifold M is the (finite) set E pMq of regular, surjective
maps f : M Ñ S for which the generic fiber is connected and the target is a smooth
curve S with χpS q ă 0, up to reparametrization at the target. All such maps extend to
regular maps f¯ : M Ñ S , for some ‘convenient’ compactification M “ M Y D. Letting
ApMq “ ApM,Dq be the finite cdga model of M constructed by Morgan [35] and more
generally by Dupont [19], and similarly for ApS q, we obtain the following structural result
for the embedded first resonance varieties of a large class of quasi-projective surfaces, in
the difficult rank 2 case.
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Theorem 1.8. Let M be a punctured, quasi-homogeneous surface with isolated singular-
ity. Let θ : g Ñ glpVq be a finite-dimensional representation, where g is the Lie algebra
sl2pCq or a Borel subalgebra. If b1pMq ą 0, then there is a convenient compactification
M “ M Y D such that
F pApMq, gq “ F 1pApMq, gq Y
ď
fPE pMq
f !pF pApS q, gqq,
R11pApMq, θq “ ΠpApMq, θq Y
ď
fPE pMq
f !pF pApS q, gqq.
The restriction on the first Betti number is not essential, as explained in Remark 3.5.
To prove Theorem 1.8, we replace M (up to homotopy) by the singularity link, and ApMq
by a finite model A of this almost free S 1-manifold, for which explicit computations
are done in §§9.2-9.3. We single out in Examples 8.5 and 8.6 several more classes of
quasi-projective manifolds for which the conclusions of the theorem hold. Whether those
conclusions hold in complete generality remains an open question, which is investigated
further in [43, 44].
2. Algebraic models and formality properties
In this section, we collect some relevant facts from rational homotopy theory, following
[47, 35, 20, 26, 32]. All spaces will be assumed to be path-connected, and the default
coefficient ring will be a field k of characteristic 0.
2.1. Differential graded algebras and Hirsch extensions. The basic algebraic structure
we will consider in this work is that of a commutative, differential graded algebra (for
short, a cdga) over the field k. This is an object of the form A “ pA., dq where A is a non-
negatively graded k-vector space, endowed with a multiplication map ¨ : Ai b A j Ñ Ai` j
satisfying u ¨ v “ p´1qi jv ¨ u, and a differential d : Ai Ñ Ai`1 satisfying dpu ¨ vq “
du ¨ v` p´1qiu ¨ dv, for all u P Ai and v P A j.
We say that A is connected if dim A0 “ 1. We also say that A is q-finite, for some
0 ď q ď 8, if A is connected and dimÀiďq Ai ă 8. When q “ 8, we will omit it
from terminology and notation. A morphism ϕ : A Ñ B between two cdga’s is a quasi-
isomorphism if the induced homomorphism in cohomology, ϕ˚ : H‚pAq Ñ H‚pBq, is an
isomorphism.
Denote by Z.pAq the graded vector space of d-cocycles of a cdga A. Let P. be an
oddly-graded, finite-dimensional vector space, with homogeneous basis tti P Pmiu. Given
a degree 1 linear map, τ : P.Ñ Z.` 1pAq, we define the corresponding Hirsch extension
as the cdga
(1) pAbτ ŹP, dq ,
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where the differential d extends the differential on A, while dti “ τptiq. The following
standard fact is proved in [32, Lemmas II.2 and II.3], in the case when all the degrees mi
are equal. The same proof gives the result in the general case.
Lemma 2.1. The isomorphism type of the cdga pA bτ ŹP, dq depends only on A and the
homomorphism induced in cohomology, rτs : P.Ñ H.` 1pAq. Moreover, rτs and rτs ˝ g
give isomorphic extensions, for any automorphism g of the graded vector space P..
When dim P “ 1, we have the following natural exact sequence, for all i (see e.g. [24,
pp. 178–179]):
(2) Hi´m´1pAq rτptqs¨ // HipAq // HipAbτ Źtq // Hi´mpAq rτptqs¨ // Hi`1pAq .
2.2. Minimal models. Let
Źpxq be the exterior (respectively, polynomial) algebra on a
single generator x of odd (respectively, even) degree. A cdgaM is said to be minimal if
the following three conditions are satisfied.
Freeness: The underlying commutative graded algebra of M is of the formŹptxαuq “ ÂαŹpxαq, with positive-degree variables X “ txαu
indexed by a well-ordered set.
Nilpotence: For any α, we have that dxα P Źptxβ | β ă αuq.
Decomposability: For any α, we have that dxα P Ź`pX q ¨Ź`pX q, where Ź`pX q is
the ideal generated by X .
A minimal model for a cdga A is a minimal cdga M which comes equipped with a
quasi-isomorphism ϕ : M Ñ A. Any cdga A with H0pAq “ k has a unique minimal
model, denoted byM pAq. The notion of minimality admits the following refinement. A
minimal cdga M is said to be q-minimal (for some q ě 0) if degpxαq ď q, for all α.
Such an object is a q-minimal model for a cdga A if there is a q-equivalence ϕ : M Ñ A,
i.e., the cdga map ϕ induces a homology isomorphism up to degree q and a homology
monomorphism in degree q ` 1. Again, any cdga A with connected homology has a
unique q-minimal model, denoted byMqpAq.
In the definition of minimality, let us denote by V “ V. the graded vector space gener-
ated by the set X “ txαu. With this notation,M pAq “ pŹV, dq andMqpAq “ pŹVďq, dq.
2.3. Formality. Two cdgas A and B are said to be weakly equivalent (denoted A » B) if
there is a zig-zag of quasi-isomorphisms connecting A to B. Likewise, A and B are said to
have the same q-type (denoted A »q B) if there is a zig-zag of q-equivalences connecting
A to B. If H0pAq “ k, then A » B (respectively, A »q B) if and only if A and B share the
same minimal (respectively, q-minimal) model. Clearly, A »q B implies A »s B, for all
s ď q.
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A cdga A is said to be formal if it is weakly equivalent to the cohomology algebra
H.pAq, endowed with the zero differential. Likewise, A is said to be q-formal if A »q
pH.pAq, d “ 0q. Plainly, q-formality implies s-formality, for all s ď q.
As shown by Halperin and Stasheff in [26], the formality of a cdga with connected,
finite-type homology is independent of the ground field, with respect to field extensions
k Ă K. The same descent property holds for q-formality, for all q ă 8, provided H.pAq
is pq ` 1q-finite, see [46]. In general, it is easy to check that A »q B over k implies that
Abk K »q Bbk K, but the converse does not necessarily hold.
Now let X be a topological space. An important bridge between topology and algebra
is provided by the work of D. Sullivan [47], who constructed a cdga Ω.pXq “ Ω.pX, kq
of piecewise polynomial k-forms on X, inspired by the de Rham algebra of smooth forms
on a manifold. This cdga has the property that H.pΩpX, kqq – H.pX, kq, as graded rings.
A cdga A is said to be a model for X if A » ΩpXq. Likewise, A is a q-model for X,
for some q ě 1, if A »q ΩpXq. Finally, the space X is said to be formal (respectively,
q-formal) if Ω.pXq has that property.
2.4. Formality properties of groups. Let X be a 1-finite space, i.e., a space homotopy
equivalent to a connected CW-complex with only finitely many 1-cells, and let pi “ pi1pXq.
By considering a classifying map X Ñ Kppi, 1q, it is readily seen that the 1-formality of
X depends only on pi.
Let mppiq be the Malcev Lie algebra of pi (over k). This is a complete, filtered Lie
algebra, constructed by Quillen in [45]. As is well-known (see e.g. [40, 46]), a finitely-
generated group pi is 1-formal if and only if its Malcev Lie algebra mppiq is isomorphic,
as a filtered Lie algebra, to the lower central series completion of a quadratic Lie algebra,
that is, mppiq – pL, where the Lie algebra L is generated in degree 1, and has relations only
in degree 2.
The group pi is said to be filtered-formal if mppiq – pL, where L is generated in degree
1, and has homogeneous defining relations. This property, analyzed in detail in [46], is
strictly weaker than 1-formality. For instance, if H 1 is the 3-dimensional Heisenberg
manifold from Example 6.8, then the group pi1pH 1q is filtered-formal, yet not 1-formal.
2.5. Hirsch extensions and algebraic q-type. As before, let pA, dq be a cdga, and let P
be a graded vector space generated by finitely many odd-degree elements ti P Pmi . Set
m “ maxtmiu, and let τ : P Ñ Zďm`1pAq be a degree one homomorphism. We then have
a Hirsch extension, pA bτ ŹP, dq, where the differential d agrees with that of A, while
taking ti to τptiq P Ami`1. The next result will be very useful in the sequel. For q “ 8, it
follows from more general results on relative Sullivan models, see e.g. [20, Lemma 14.2].
In our simpler case, we provide an elementary proof, for q ď 8.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose A »q B and q ě m ` 1. There is then a degree one homomor-
phism σ : P Ñ Zďm`1pBq and an identification Hďm`1pAq – Hďm`1pBq under which rσs
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corresponds to rτs, and
Abτ ŹP »q Bbσ ŹP.
Proof. Assume first that there is a q-equivalence ϕ : A Ñ B. Since q ě m`1, the induced
homomorphism, ϕ˚ : Hďm`1pAq Ñ Hďm`1pBq, is an isomorphism. Set σ “ ϕ ˝ τ. Then
ϕ˚ ˝ rτs “ rσs. It remains to show that ϕb id : Abτ ŹP Ñ Bbσ ŹP is a q-equivalence.
Since every Hirsch extension may be viewed as a finite sequence of elementary extensions
with dim P “ 1, we can argue by induction on dim P. The induction step follows from
exact sequence (2) and the 5-Lemma.
Now assume that there is a q-equivalence ψ : B Ñ A. Arguing as above, the map
ψ˚ : Hďm`1pBq Ñ Hďm`1pAq is an isomorphism. We may then pick a degree one homo-
morphism σ : P Ñ Zďm`1pBq such that rσs “ pψ˚q´1 ˝ rτs. In view of Lemma 2.1, the
isomorphism type of the Hirsch extension Bbσ ŹP depends only on B and rσs, and thus
not on the choice of σ. The rest of the argument is exactly as in the first case.
The general case, where A and B are connected by a zig-zag of q-equivalences, follows
from the two particular cases handled above. 
3. Cohomology jump loci
In this section we review and develop some material from [17, 34, 5]. Unless otherwise
mentioned, we continue to work over a fixed field k of characteristic 0.
3.1. Characteristic varieties. Let X be a space. We say that X is q-finite if it has the
homotopy type of a connected CW-complex with finite q-skeleton. For q “ 8, this
means that X is a finite, connected CW-space; in this case, we will simply say that X is a
finite space.
We will assume henceforth that X is q-finite, for some q ě 1 (possibly q “ 8). In this
case, the fundamental group pi “ pi1pXq is finitely generated. Fix a linear algebraic group
G. The G-representation variety of the discrete group pi is the set Homgrppi,Gq, viewed in a
natural way as an affine algebraic subvariety of Gˆm, where m is the number of generators
of pi. This variety comes with a distinguished basepoint 1, the trivial representation.
Now fix also a rational representation ι : G Ñ GLpVq, where V is a finite-dimensional
k-vector space. Given a representation ρ : pi Ñ G, we may view V as a krpis-module via
the action defined by ι˝ρ, and thus consider the cohomology groups of X with coefficients
in this module. The characteristic varieties of X with respect to ι are the jump loci for
these twisted cohomology groups. More precisely, in each degree i ě 0 and depth s ě 0,
define
(3) V is pX, ιq “ tρ P Homppi,Gq | dimk HipX,Vι˝ρq ě su.
These sets are Zariski closed subsets of the representation variety, provided i ď q. Note
that V 1s ppi, ιq :“ V 1s pX, ιq depends only on the fundamental group pi, for all s. In the rank
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1 case, i.e., when G “ k˚, V “ k, and ι : k˚ Ñ GL1pkq is the standard identification, we
will simply write these jump loci as V is pXq, and view them as subvarieties of the character
group Homppi1pXq, k˚q “ H1pX, k˚q.
3.2. Resonance varieties. We now turn to the infinitesimal counterpart of the above
setup. Let A “ pA., dq be a cdga. We will assume that A is q-finite, for some q ě 1.
Furthermore, let g be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra. Inside the affine space A1 b g, we
shall consider the varietyF pA, gq of g-valued flat connections on A, which consists of all
solutions of the Maurer–Cartan equation, dω ` 12rω,ωs “ 0. This variety is natural in
both A and g, and has as natural basepoint the trivial flat connection, 0. If ω “ ři ηi b gi,
with ηi P A1 and gi P g, the flatness condition amounts to
(4)
ÿ
i
dηi b gi `
ÿ
iă j
ηiη j b rgi, g js “ 0.
Now let θ : g Ñ glpVq be a finite-dimensional representation. To each flat connection
ω P A1 b g there is an associated covariant derivative, dω : A.b V Ñ A.` 1 b V , given
by dω “ d b idV ` adω, where the adjoint operator adω also depends on θ. Explicitly, if
ω “ ři ηi b gi, then
(5) dωpαb vq “ dαb v`
ÿ
i
ηiαb θpgiqpvq,
for all α P Ai and v P V . It is readily verified that d2ω “ 0, by the flatness condition.
The resonance varieties of A with respect to θ (in degree i ě 0 and depth s ě 0), are
the sets
(6) R ispA, θq “ tω P F pA, gq | dimk HipAb V, dωq ě su.
These sets are Zariski-closed subsets of the variety of flat connections, provided that
i ď q. Let us define the pq ` 1q-truncation of a cdga A to be the quotient cdga
Aďq`1 :“ A.{À jąq`1 A j. By construction, both F pA, gq and R ispA, θq depend only on
this truncation, for i ď q and s ě 0.
In the rank 1 case, i.e., when g “ k and θ : k Ñ gl1pkq is the standard identification,
we will omit g and θ from the notation. In this situation, the variety F pAq “ tω P A1 |
dω “ 0u may be identified with H1pAq, by connectedness of A. Moreover, the covariant
derivative is now given by dωη “ dη`ω ¨η, for η P A.. In particular, ω belongs toR11pAq
if and only if there is an η P A1zk ¨ ω such that dη` ω ¨ η “ 0.
The rank 1 resonance varieties obey the following product formula.
Proposition 3.1. Let pA, dq and pA1, d1q be two connected cdga’s. Then
Rq1pAb A1q “
ď
i` j“q
R i1pAq ˆR j1pA1q.
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A proof of this statement is given in [41, Prop. 13.1] under the assumption that both d
and d1 vanish (see also [42, Prop. 2]). The same proof works in this wider generality.
3.3. Germs of complex jump loci. We now take the coefficient field to be k “ C. Let
X be a q-finite space with fundamental group pi, and assume Ω.pXq has the same q-type
as a q-finite cdga A. Let ι : G Ñ GLpVq be a rational representation of a complex linear
algebraic group G, and let θ “ d1pιq : g Ñ glpVq be its tangential representation at the
identity. For an affine varietyX and a point x P X , we denote byXpxq the reduced analytic
germ of X at x.
Theorem 3.2 ([17]). Under the above assumptions, there is an analytic isomorphism
Homppi,Gqp1q »ÝÑ F pA, gqp0q which restricts to analytic isomorphisms V is pX, ιqp1q »ÝÑ
R ispA, θqp0q, for all i ď q and s ě 0.
Following [8, 35], we say that a cdga pA, dq over a field k of characteristic zero has
positive weights if, for each i ě 0, there is a vector space decomposition, Ai “ÀαPZ Aiα,
such that, if we set wtpaq “ α for a P Aiα, the following conditions hold:
(1) wtpaq ą 0, for all a P Aiα with i ą 0;
(2) wtpdaq “ wtpaq, for all a P Aiα;
(3) wtpabq “ wtpaq ` wtpbq, for all a P Aiα and b P A jβ.
For instance, if d “ 0, we may set wtpaq “ i for all a P Ai. Moreover, if pA, dq has
positive weights and a d-cocycle e P Am`1 is homogeneous with respect to those weights,
then the Hirsch extension pA be Źptq, dq also has positive weights. Indeed, we simply
declare wtptq “ wtpeq, and extend the weights on the Hirsch extension accordingly. When
d “ 0, it follows that any Hirsch extension Abτ ŹP has positive weights.
Now let X be a space, with Sullivan model ΩpXq “ ΩpX, kq. We say that a k-cdga
pA, dq is a q-model with positive weights for X if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) A is defined over Q;
(2) A has positive weights over Q;
(3) A »q ΩpXq, with the isomorphism induced on first homology by the zig-zag of
q-equivalences between A and ΩpXq required to preserve Q-structures.
As the next result shows, the existence of such a model for a space X imposes stringent
conditions on the rank 1 cohomology jump loci of X.
Theorem 3.3 ([17]). Let X be a q-finite space, and suppose X admits a q-finite, q-model
A with positive weights. Then all irreducible components of V is pXq passing through 1 are
algebraic subtori of the character group H1pX,C˚q, for all i ď q and s ě 0.
Remark 3.4. In a very recent preprint, Budur and Wang [12] remove the positive weights
hypothesis from the above theorem.
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Remark 3.5. When the Betti numbers vanish, the embedded jump loci are not interesting,
at least from the point of view of germs around the origin. Indeed, if b1pXq “ 0, then
Homppi1pXq,Gqp1q “ t1u, by [17, Theorem A]. Furthermore, if bipAq “ 0 for some i ď q,
thenR i1pA, θqp0q “ H, by [34, (15)].
3.4. Malcev completions and holonomy Lie algebras. As before, let pi be a discrete
group, and let k be a field of characteristic 0. The Malcev Lie algebra of pi (over k), de-
noted mppiq, is a filtered, complete k-Lie algebra whose filtration satisfies certain axioms,
spelled out by Quillen in [45, Appendix A]. In particular, the associated graded Lie alge-
bra of mppiq with respect to the aforementioned filtration is isomorphic to the associated
graded k-Lie algebra of pi with respect to the lower central series (lcs) filtration. For a
detailed treatment of the various Lie algebras associated to finitely generated groups we
refer to [46], and the further citations therein.
Now let A “ pA., dq be a 1-finite cdga over k. Following [34], set Ai “ pAiq˚, where
p¨q˚ stands for vector space duals, and let L.pA1q be the free Lie algebra on A1, graded by
bracket length. Let d˚ : A2 Ñ A1 “ L1pA1q and Y˚ : A2 Ñ A1 ^ A1 “ L2pA1q be the dual
maps to the differential and the product map, respectively. The holonomy Lie algebra of
A is the finitely presented Lie algebra
(7) hpAq “ LpA1q{ idealpimpd˚ `Y˚qq.
Clearly, this construction is functorial, and depends only on the 2-truncation Aď2.
The following theorem strengthens a result proved by Bezrukavnikov [6] in the case
when A is a quadratic algebra.
Theorem 3.6 ([5], Theorem 3.1). Let X be a 1-finite space, and suppose A is a 1-finite
1-model for X, defined over k. Then mppi1pXqq is isomorphic (as a filtered Lie algebra) to
the lcs completion of hpAq, over k.
The next result relates the holonomy Lie algebra to the germs of the representation
varieties considered in §3.3.
Corollary 3.7. Let pi “ pi1pXq be the fundamental group of a 1-finite space X, and let G
be a complex linear algebraic group, with Lie algebra g. If A is a 1-finite 1-model for X
over C, then the analytic germs Homgrppi,Gqp1q and HomLiephpAq, gqp0q are isomorphic.
Proof. Proposition 4.5 from [34] provides a natural isomorphism of affine varieties be-
tweenF pA, gq and HomLiephpAq, gq. The claim then follows from Theorem 3.2. 
Corollary 3.7 extends Theorem 17.1 from [28], from the 1-formal case to the much
broader class of groups having a 1-finite 1-model.
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4. Models for compact Lie group actions: Part I
In this section, we first construct from manifolds admitting finite models new examples
of manifolds supporting an almost free action by a compact Lie group, which also have
finite models. Secondly, we begin an algebraic study of this construction, related to the
behavior of additional properties (existence of positive weights and formality). This leads
to new results on the partial formality properties of such manifolds, and related spaces.
4.1. Almost free actions and Hirsch extensions. From now on, K will denote a com-
pact, connected, real Lie group. Consider the universal principal K-bundle,
(8) K // EK // BK ,
with contractible total space EK and with base space the classifying space for K-bundles,
BK “ EK{K. By a classical result of Hopf, the cohomology ring of K (with coefficients
in a characteristic zero field k) is isomorphic to the cohomology ring of a finite product
of odd-dimensional spheres. That is,
(9) H.pKq – ŹP.
where P. is an oddly-graded, finite-dimensional vector space, with homogeneous basis
ttα P Pmαu, for some odd integers m1, . . . ,mr, where r “ rankpKq.
Now let M be a compact, connected, differentiable manifold on which the compact,
connected Lie group K acts smoothly. Both M and the orbit space N “ M{K are finite
spaces. For N, this follows from triangulability of stratified spaces [23, 51]. We consider
the diagonal action of K on the product EK ˆ M, and form the Borel construction,
(10) MK “ pEK ˆ Mq{K.
Let pr : MK Ñ N be the map induced by the projection pr2 : EK ˆ M Ñ M.
The K-action on M is said to be almost free if all its isotropy groups are finite. When
this assumption is met, work of Allday and Halperin [1] provides a very useful Hirsch
extension model for the manifold M.
Theorem 4.1 ([1]). Suppose M admits an almost free K-action, with orbit space N “
M{K. There is then a map σ : P.Ñ Z.` 1pΩpNqq such that pr˚ ˝rσs is the transgression
in the principal bundle K Ñ EK ˆ M Ñ MK , and
ΩpMq » ΩpNq bσ ŹP .
This theorem may be applied for instance to the total space M of a principal K-bundle
over a compact manifold N “ M{K.
The next result adds a new interesting class of finite spaces having finite cdga models
to the known examples from [17] and [29].
Lemma 4.2. Let M be an almost free K-manifold. Denote by m the maximum degree of
P., where ŹP.“ H.pKq.
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(1) Suppose B is a q-finite q-model of the orbit space N “ M{K, with q ě m ` 1.
Then a suitable Hirsch extension A “ Bbτ ŹP is a q-finite q-model for M.
(2) Suppose N “ M{K is q-formal. Then we may take B. “ pH.pNq, d “ 0q, and
A “ Bbτ ŹP is a q-finite q-model of M with positive weights.
(3) Under the same formality assumption, all irreducible components of V is pMq con-
taining the origin are algebraic subtori of the character group H1pM,C˚q, for all
i ď q and s ě 0.
Proof. Claim (1) and the first part of claim (2) follow from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 2.2.
The other claims follow from Theorem 3.3 and the discussion preceding it. 
In the case of principal K-bundles, we can say more. Write H.pK,Qq – ŹP.K “Źpt1, . . . , trq, as before.
Theorem 4.3. Let N be a finite space and K be a compact connected real Lie group. If N
has a finite model B over Q, then any Hirsch extension A “ BbτŹPK can be realized as
a finite model over Q of some principal K-bundle M over N. When B has positive weights
and the image of rτs is generated by weighted-homogeneous elements, A also has positive
weights.
Proof. Set eα “ rτptαqs P H.pBq ” H.pN,Qq. By [39, Corollary 3.4], there is a principal
K-bundle M over N having characteristic classes λα ¨ eα, α “ 1, . . . , r, for some λα P Qˆ.
The fact that A is a finite model of M over Q follows from the Hirsch Lemma. The
discussion on positive weights from §3.3 completes the proof. 
This result provides a systematic way of constructing new examples of finite spaces
with finite models, with interesting non-nilpotent topology. It also gives a simple criterion
which ensures that the existence of positive weights on old models passes to the new
models. It is known that the stronger formality property may not be inherited by Hirsch
extensions of a formal cdga. In the next subsection, we provide a criterion which solves
this issue, for partial formality.
4.2. Graded regularity and partial formality. Fix an integer q ě 0. Our next theorem
uses graded versions of two classical notions from commutative algebra. Although the
analogous result for q “ 8 is well-known (cf. [25]), we shall need the precise form stated
here, as a crucial ingredient in the proofs of Theorems 6.6 and 6.7 below.
Let H. be a connected commutative graded algebra over a characteristic zero field k.
We say that a homogeneous element e P Hk is a non-zero divisor up to degree q if the
multiplication map e¨ : Hi Ñ Hi`k is injective, for all i ď q. (For q “ 0, this simply
means that e ‰ 0.)
Likewise, we say that a sequence e1, . . . , er of homogeneous elements in H` is q-
regular if the class of each eα is a non-zero divisor up to degree q ´ degpeαq ` 2 in
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the quotient ring H{řβăα eβH. (This implies in particular that the elements e1, . . . , er are
linearly independent over k, when q ě degpeαq ´ 2 for all α.)
Theorem 4.4. Suppose e1, . . . , er is an even-degree, q-regular sequence in H
.. Then the
Hirsch extension A “ H bτ Źpt1, . . . , trq with d “ 0 on H and dtα “ τptαq “ eα has the
same q-type as pH{řα eαH, d “ 0q. In particular, A is q-formal.
Proof. The canonical projection H  H{řα eαH extends to a morphism of graded alge-
bras, ψ : H bŹpt1, . . . , trq Ñ H{řα eαH, by setting ψptαq “ 0. In turn, this morphism
defines a cdga map, ψ : H bτ Źpt1, . . . , trq Ñ pH{řα eαH, d “ 0q. We will show that ψ
is a q-equivalence.
Let ϕ : pH, d “ 0q ãÑ A be the canonical cdga inclusion, inducing ϕ˚ : H.{řα eαH Ñ
H.pAq. Clearly, ψ˚ is surjective and ψ˚ ˝ ϕ˚ “ id. It follows that ψ is a q-equivalence if
and only if the map ϕ˚ : Hi Ñ HipAq is surjective for all i ď q` 1.
We prove this by induction on the length of our q-regular sequence. Denote by mα
the degree of tα. Set Aα “ H bτ Źpt1, . . . , tαq and note that Aα`1 “ Aα beα`1 Źptα`1q.
Suppose that the map ϕα˚ is surjective up to degree q ` 1. To obtain the same property
for ϕα`1 at the induction step, it suffices to show that the map HipAαq Ñ HipAα`1q is
surjective, for all i ď q ` 1. In view of (2), this is equivalent to showing that the map
reα`1s¨ : Hi´mα`1pAαq Ñ Hi`1pAαq is injective, for all i ď q` 1.
Consider the following commuting diagram
(11)
Hi´mα`1{řβďα eβH ϕα˚ // _
eα`1¨

Hi´mα`1pAαq
reα`1s¨

Hi`1{řβďα eβH Hi`1pAαq .ψα˚oo
Since we are assuming that i ď q` 1, the q-regularity of our sequence implies that the
map eα`1 on the left side of (11) is injective. By our induction hypothesis, the map ϕα˚ is
an isomorphism. By commutativity of (11), the map reα`1s¨ must be injective, and this
completes the proof. 
Classical theorems of Borel [9] and Chevalley [15] provide a machine for constructing
graded algebras which satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4, in the case when q “ 8.
Construction 4.5. Let H.pBKq be the cohomology algebra of the classifying space of a
compact, connected Lie group K. Let T be a maximal torus in K, and let W “ NT{T
be the Weyl group. The classifying space BT is the product of r copies of CP8, where r
is the rank of K. Its cohomology algebra is H.pBT q “ krx1, . . . , xrs, with degree 2 free
algebra generators, on which W acts by graded algebra automorphisms.
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The natural map κ : BT Ñ BK identifies the cohomology algebra H.pBKq with the
invariant subalgebra of the W-action. More precisely, H.pBKq is isomorphic to a poly-
nomial ring of the form kr f1, . . . , frs, where each fα is a W-invariant polynomial of even
degree mα ` 1, with mα as in §4.1. Moreover, f1, . . . , fr forms a regular sequence in
krx1, . . . , xrs.
Let U Ď K be a closed, connected subgroup of a compact, connected Lie group. As
shown in [48], the Sullivan minimal model of the homogeneous space K{U is a Hirsch
extension of the form A “ H bτ Źpt1, . . . , tsq, where H. is a free graded algebra on
finitely many even-degree generators, with zero differential, as in Theorem 4.4. As is
well-known, not all homogeneous spaces K{U are formal. Nevertheless, the criterion
from the aforementioned theorem may be used to obtain valuable information on their
partial formality properties.
Example 4.6. For the homogeneous space Spp5q{SUp5q, the aforementioned algebra H.
has two free generators, x6 and x10, where subscripts denote degrees, and the sequence
from Theorem 4.4 is tx26, x210, x6x10u, see [21, Exercise 3.5, p. 143]. It is straightfor-
ward to deduce from our theorem that Spp5q{SUp5q is 19-formal. On the other hand,
an easy computation with Massey triple products shows that this estimate is sharp, that is,
Spp5q{SUp5q is not 20-formal.
4.3. Partial formality of K-manifolds. Now let M be an almost free K-manifold. Using
the setup from §4.1, write H.pKq “ Źpt1, . . . , trq, and denote the transgression of tα by
eα P Hmα`1pM{Kq. As before, set m “ maxtmαu.
Theorem 4.7. Suppose the K-action on M is almost free, the orbit space N “ M{K is
k-formal, for some k ě m ` 1, and e1, . . . , er is a q-regular sequence in H.pNq, for some
q ď k. Then ´
H.pNqL rÿ
α“1
eαH
.pNq, d “ 0
¯
is a finite q-model for M. In particular, M is q-formal.
Proof. Since the action of K on M is almost free, Theorem 4.1 insures that the Hirsch ex-
tensionΩpNqbτŹP is a model for M. The k-formality assumption on N means that there
is a zig-zag of k-equivalences between ΩpNq and HpNq. It follows from [33, Proposition
3.1] that this zig-zag may be chosen to induce the identity in homology, in degrees up to
k.
Now, since k ě m ` 1 and k ě q, Lemma 2.2 insures that ΩpNq bτ ŹP has the
same q-type as HpNq bσ Źpt1, . . . , trq, where rσs corresponds to rτs under the induced
isomorphism Hďm`1pNq – Hďm`1pΩpNqq. By the above, this isomorphism is the identity,
and thus σptαq “ eα, for all α.
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Using now the q-regularity assumption on the sequence teαu, Theorem 4.4 applies, and
we obtain the desired conclusion. 
As illustrated in the next two examples, the q-regularity assumption from Theorem 4.7
is optimal with respect to the q-formality conclusion for the manifold M, when K “ S 1
or S 3.
Example 4.8. Let M “H 1 be the 3-dimensional Heisenberg nilmanifold from Example
6.8. This manifold is the total space of the principal S 1-bundle over the formal manifold
N “ S 1 ˆ S 1, with Euler class e P H2pNq equal to the orientation class. In this case, the
sequence teu is 0-regular, but not 1-regular in H.pNq. In fact, as mentioned previously,
M is not 1-formal. As explained in Example 6.8, this is the first manifold in a series,H n,
where pn´ 1q-regularity implies pn´ 1q-formality in an optimal way.
Example 4.9. Let M to be the total space of the principal S 3-bundle over N “ S 2 ˆ S 2
obtained by pulling back the Hopf bundle S 7 Ñ S 4 along a degree-one map N Ñ S 4. As
above, N is formal, and the Euler class e P H4pNq is the orientation class. In this case, teu
is 3-regular, but not 4-regular in H.pNq, and Theorem 4.7 says that M is 3-formal. Direct
computation with the minimal model of M shows that, in fact, M is not 4-formal.
In general, though, our lower bound for the q-formality of manifolds with almost free
K-actions is not sharp. We use Construction 4.5 to illustrate this point.
Example 4.10. Let K be a compact, connected Lie group of rank r, and identify H.pBKq
with kr f1, . . . , frs. For any n ě 1, let Mn be the principal K-bundle over the formal
manifold N “ pCPnqˆr classified by the restriction of the natural map κ : BT Ñ BK to
N. It is immediate to check that the inclusion j : N ãÑ BT induces an isomorphism in
cohomology, up to degree 2n` 1. Furthermore, it follows from Construction 4.5 that the
sequence eα “ j˚p fαq, α “ 1, . . . , r is p2n´ 1q-regular in H.pNq. Therefore, by Theorem
4.7, the manifold Mn is p2n´ 1q-formal.
On the other hand, the Hirsch extension H.pBT qb fŹPK is fully formal, by the classical
case q “ 8 of Theorem 4.4. The argument from Lemma 2.2 shows that the cdga map
j˚ b id : H.pBT q b f ŹPK Ñ H.pNq be ŹPK is a 2n-equivalence. Hence, Mn is actually
2n-formal.
5. Models for compact Lie group actions: Part II
We continue with the setup from the previous section, and investigate several algebraic
and geometric objects associated to a closed manifold M endowed with an almost free
action by a compact Lie group K, to wit, the Malcev Lie algebra and the representation
varieties of pi1pMq, as well as the rank 1 cohomology jump loci of M.
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5.1. Malcev completion and representation varieties. Let H be a 2-finite cdga with
zero differential, and let A “ H bτ ŹP be a Hirsch extension, where P is an oddly-
graded, finite-dimensional vector space.
Theorem 5.1. The holonomy Lie algebra hpAq admits a finite presentation with genera-
tors in degree 1 and relations in degrees 2 and 3.
Proof. Clearly, the cdgas HbτŹP and HbτŹP1 have the same 2-truncation; hence, we
may assume that P “ P1. Pick bases ttαu Y tsβu for P1 and teβu Y t fγu for H2 such that
dAptαq “ 0 and dApsβq “ eβ. Let thiu be a basis for H1, and denote by tp¨q˚u the dual
bases. Plainly, A1 “ H1 ‘ P and A2 “ H2 ‘Ź2P‘ pH1 b Pq.
By construction, the map d˚A is zero on A2, except for d
˚
Ape˚βq “ s˚β . Moreover, we
have the decomposition
Ź2A1 “ Ź2H1 ‘ Ź2P ‘ pH1 b Pq. Again by construction,
YA “ YH on the first summand, and YA “ id for the others. Set uβ “ Y˚He˚β P L2ph˚i q and
vγ “ Y˚H fγ˚ P L2ph˚i q.
By (7), the Lie algebra hpAq is generated by ttα˚u Y ts˚βu Y th˚i u, with the following
defining relations: s˚β ` uβ “ 0 p@βq; vγ “ 0 p@γq; rtα˚, t˚α1s “ 0 p@α, α1q; rs˚β , s˚β1s “
0 p@β, β1q; rtα˚, s˚β s “ 0 p@α, βq; rh˚i , tα˚s “ 0 p@i, αq; and rh˚i , s˚β s “ 0 p@i, βq.
Using the first batch of relations to eliminate the generators ts˚βu, we find that hpAq is
generated in degree 1 by ttα˚u Y th˚i u, and has the following relators:
vγ p@γq,(I)
rt˚α, t˚α1s p@α, α1q,(II)
rh˚i , t˚αs p@i, αq,(III)
rh˚i , uβs p@i, βq,(IV)
rt˚α, uβs p@α, βq,(V)
ruβ, uβ1s p@β, β1q.(VI)
We claim that relations (VI) and (V) follow from the others. Indeed, uβ1 P L2pH1q and,
for any i, j, the relation rrh˚i , h˚j s, uβs “ rh˚i , rh˚j , uβss ´ rh˚j , rh˚i , uβss is a consequence of
(IV). Similarly, relations (V) may be eliminated using (III).
Of the remaining relations, (I)–(III) are quadratic, while (IV) are cubic. This completes
the proof. 
Corollary 5.2. Suppose M supports an almost free K-action with 2-formal orbit space.
Then:
(1) The group pi “ pi1pMq is filtered-formal. More precisely, the Malcev Lie algebra
mppiq is isomorphic to the lcs completion of the quotient LpH1ppi, kqq{r, where r is
a homogeneous ideal generated in degrees 2 and 3.
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(2) For every complex linear algebraic group G, the germ at the origin of the repre-
sentation variety Homgrppi,Gq is defined by quadrics and cubics only.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, the Hirsch extension ΩpNq bτ ŹP1 is a 1-model for M. In view
of Lemma 2.2, the Hirsch extension A. “ H.pNq bτ ŹP1 is a 1-finite 1-model of M.
Claim (1) now follows from Theorems 3.6 and 5.1. Finally, claim (2) is a consequence of
Corollary 3.7 and Theorem 5.1. 
The second statement in the above corollary is analogous to the quadraticity obstruc-
tion for fundamental groups of compact Ka¨hler manifolds obtained by Goldman–Millson
in [22, Theorem 1]. Clearly, the corollary applies to principal K-bundles over formal
manifolds.
5.2. Flat connections and representation varieties. We recall from [34] that, for any
1-finite cdga A and any finite-dimensional Lie algebra g, the set
(12) F 1pA, gq “ tω “ ηb g P A1 b g | dη “ 0u
is a Zariski closed, homogeneous subvariety of the variety of g-valued flat connections,
F pA, gq. The subvariety F 1pA, gq may be called the ‘trivial part’ of F pA, gq, since it is
completely determined by the vector spaces H1pAq and g.
Now suppose A “ B bτ ŹP is a Hirsch extension of a 1-finite cdga pB, dq, and let
ϕ : B ãÑ A be the canonical cdga inclusion. By naturality, we have an inclusion,
(13) F pA, gq Ě F 1pA, gq Y ϕ!pF pB, gqq.
Proposition 5.3. If g is a Lie subalgebra of sl2, then (13) becomes an equality.
Proof. Key to our proof is the easily checked fact that two matrices g, g1 P sl2 commute
if and only if ranktg, g1u ď 1. Pick any ω P F pA, gqzF 1pA, gq. We have to show that
ω P ϕ!pF pB, gqq. Write ω “ η` η1, with η P B1 b g and η1 P P1 b g. Note that
A2 “ B2 ‘Ź2P1 ‘ pB1 b P1q.
Under this decomposition, the three components of the Maurer–Cartan equation (4) are:
dη1 ` dη` 12rη, ηs “ 0; rη1, η1s “ 0; rη, η1s “ 0.
Write η “ ři hi b gi and η1 “ řα tα b g1α, with respect to some fixed bases for B1 and
P1. The last two components of the flatness condition for ω then become
rg1α, g1βs “ 0, @α, β; rg1α, gis “ 0, @α, i.
If η1 ‰ 0, these conditions force ω P F 1pA, gq, a contradiction. Hence, η1 “ 0. The first
component of the flatness condition for ω then becomes dη ` 12rη, ηs “ 0. Therefore,
ω “ ϕ!pηq, with η P F pB, gq, and this completes the proof. 
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As we shall see later on, the property from the above proposition has the same fla-
vor as similar results which hold in the context of smooth complex algebraic varieties.
Proposition 5.3 also has the following topological interpretation.
Remark 5.4. Assume that K acts almost freely on M, with formal orbit space N. Working
over C, we have that pH.pNq, d “ 0q is a finite model for N, while H.pNqbτŹP is a finite
model for M, by Lemma 4.2. Moreover, the morphism ϕ : H ãÑ A models the canonical
projection, p : M Ñ N. Let G be either SL2pCq or a Borel subgroup, with Lie algebra g.
Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 5.3 then say that ‘the non-trivial part of Homgrppi1pMq,Gqp1q
pulls back from N, via the map p.’ We refer to [43] for the precise description of this
representation variety near 1, in the case when M is a principal K-bundle over N.
5.3. Rank 1 cohomology jump loci. We now turn our attention to the jump loci associ-
ated to algebraic models. We start with rank 1 resonance.
Proposition 5.5. Let B be a connected cdga. Fix an element e P B2 with de “ 0, and let
A “ pBbe Źptq, dq be the corresponding Hirsch extension.
(1) If res “ 0, thenR i1pAq “ R i´11 pBq YR i1pBq, for all i.
(2) If res ‰ 0, then
(a) R ispAq Ď R i´11 pBq YR ispBq, for all i and s.
(b) R1s pAq “ R1s pBq, for all s.
Proof. First suppose res “ 0. Then A is isomorphic to B b pŹptq, d “ 0q. Applying the
product formula for resonance varieties from Proposition 3.1, claim (1) follows.
Now suppose res ‰ 0. Denoting by ϕ : B Ñ A the canonical cdga inclusion, an easy
computation shows that H1pϕq : H1pBq Ñ H1pAq is an isomorphism, since both A and B
are connected. Thus, the varieties of rank 1 flat connections on A and B may be identified.
For ω P F pAq ” F pBq, the cochain complex pB., dωq is clearly a subcomplex of
pA., dωq. Using the description of dω from §3.2, it is straightforward to check that the
quotient complex can be identified with pB.´ 1,´dωq. Claim (2a) then follows by exam-
ining the associated long exact sequence in homology,
(14) ¨ ¨ ¨ // Hi´2pB, dωq // HipB, dωq // HipA, dωq // Hi´1pB, dωq // ¨ ¨ ¨ .
For Claim (2b), the relevant portion of the long exact sequence is
(15) 0 // H1pB, dωq // H1pA, dωq // H0pB, dωq // ¨ ¨ ¨ .
If ω ‰ 0, then H0pB, dωq “ 0 by connectedness of B, and therefore ϕ induces an isomor-
phism between H1pB, dωq and H1pA, dωq. The same thing happens when ω “ 0, since
res ‰ 0 by assumption. The claim follows. 
We may take in the above proposition B “ pHpΣgq, d “ 0q, where Σg is a compact
Riemann surface of genus g ą 0, and e P H2pΣgq equal to the orientation class.
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Corollary 5.6. Let A “ pH.pΣgqbeŹptq, dq be the corresponding Hirsch extension. Then
R11pAq “ t0u if g “ 1, andR11pAq “ H1pΣgq if g ą 1.
Proof. It is immediate to check that R11pBq “ t0u for g “ 1 and R11pBq “ H1pΣgq for
g ą 1. 
5.4. Orbifold fundamental groups. Imposing weaker assumptions in Theorem 4.7, we
can still derive interesting topological consequences. Let f : pi1  pi2 be an epimor-
phism between finitely generated groups, and let ι : G Ñ GLpVq be a rational represen-
tation of a linear algebraic group. We then have a natural closed algebraic embedding,
f ! : Homppi2,Gq ãÑ Homppi1,Gq. An application of the Hochschild–Serre spectral se-
quence (see e.g. [11, §VII.6]) shows that the morphism f ! preserves characteristic vari-
eties in degree 1 and induces closed algebraic embeddings, V 1s ppi2, ιq ãÑ V 1s ppi1, ιq, for all
values of s.
When M is an almost free K-manifold, we recall from [10, Theorem 4.3.18] that the
projection p : M Ñ M{K induces a natural epimorphism f : pi1pMq  piorb1 pM{Kq be-
tween orbifold fundamental groups.
Theorem 5.7. Suppose that the K-action on M is almost free and the transgression P.Ñ
H.` 1pMKq ” H.` 1pM{Kq is injective in degree 1. Then the following hold.
(1) If the orbit space N “ M{K has a 2-finite 2-model over k Ď C, then the ho-
momorphism f : pi1pMq  piorb1 pNq induces an analytic isomorphism between
V 1s ppiorb1 pNqqp1q and V 1s ppi1pMqqp1q, for all s.
(2) If N is 2-formal, then f induces an analytic isomorphism between the germs at 1
of Homppiorb1 pNq,Gq and Homppi1pMq,Gq, for G “ SL2pCq or a Borel subgroup.
Proof. Let B be a 2-finite 2-model of N. By Theorem 4.1, ΩpMq »1 ΩpNq bσ ŹP1. By
Lemma 2.2, the Hirsch extension A “ Bbτ ŹP1 is a 1-finite 1-model for pi1pMq. Using
[10, pp. 117–118], we deduce that piorb1 pNq and pi1pNq share the same 1-minimal model.
Therefore, B is a 1-finite 1-model for both pi1pNq and piorb1 pNq. We infer from Theorem
3.2 that
V 1s ppi1pMqqp1q – R1s pAqp0q and V 1s ppiorb1 pNqqp1q – R1s pBqp0q.
Now choose a basis tt1, . . . , tru of P1, and set eα “ τptαq. Our hypothesis on the
transgression implies that the classes re1s, . . . , rers are linearly independent in H2pBq. Let
ϕ : B ãÑ A be the canonical cdga inclusion. Setting Aα “ B bτ Źpt1, . . . , tαq, we infer
from Proposition 5.5(2b) that the map ϕ˚ : H1pBq Ñ H1pAq is an isomorphism, and that
R1s pAαq “ R1s pAα`1q. Hence, R1s pBq “ R1s pAq, for all s. Consequently, the germs
V 1s ppi1pMqqp1q and V 1s ppiorb1 pNqqp1q have the same analytic local ring RM – RN (up to
isomorphism).
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Moreover, the morphism f ! : V 1s ppiorb1 pNqqp1q ãÑ V 1s ppi1pMqqp1q induces a surjection,
f ! : RM  RN between the corresponding analytic local rings. By the well-known Hop-
fian property for Noetherian rings (see for instance [50, p. 65]), the map f ! must be an
isomorphism, which completes the proof of claim (1).
To prove claim (2), we use a similar argument, with the cdga H. :“ pH.pNq, d “ 0q
replacing B. By Theorem 3.2, there exist isomorphisms Homppi1pMq,Gqp1q – F pA, gqp0q
and Homppiorb1 pNq,Gqp1q – F pH, gqp0q. By Proposition 5.3, F pA, gq equals F 1pA, gq Y
ϕ!pF pH, gqq. Since ϕ˚ is an isomorphism in degree one, F 1pA, gq “ ϕ!pF 1pH, gqq.
Therefore, F pA, gq “ ϕ!pF pH, gqq – F pH, gq. We may then take germs at 0 and con-
clude as before, by a Hopfian argument. 
Example 5.8. As usual, let K be a compact, connected Lie group, and identify H.pK,Qq
with
Ź
P.K . Let N be a compact, formal manifold, and assume b2pNq ě s, where s “
dim P1K (for instance, take N to be the product of at least s compact Ka¨hler manifolds).
There is then a degree-preserving linear map, τ : P.K Ñ H.` 1pN,Qq, which is injective in
degree 1. By Theorem 4.3, such a map can be realized as the transgression in a principal
K-bundle Mτ Ñ N, and the manifold Mτ satisfies the assumptions from Theorem 5.7.
Theorem 5.7 may also be applied to a Seifert fibered 3-manifold with non-zero Euler
class, p : M Ñ M{S 1 “ Σg. We obtain the following relations between rank 1 jump
loci and rank 2 representation varieties of M and the corresponding, intensively studied,
objects for the compact Riemann surface Σg.
Corollary 5.9. In the above setup, V 1s pMqp1q is isomorphic to V 1s pΣgqp1q, for all s, while
Homppi1pMq,Gqp1q – Homppi1pΣgq,Gqp1q, for G “ SL2pCq or a Borel subgroup.
6. Sasakian manifolds
In this section, we apply the results from the preceding chapter to obtain significant
consequences for the topology of compact Sasakian manifolds, related to formality prop-
erties, representation varieties and cohomology jump loci.
6.1. Sasakian geometry. A general reference for Sasakian geometry is the monograph
of Boyer and Galicki [10].
Let M2n`1 be a compact Sasakian manifold of dimension 2n ` 1. By work of Ornea
and Verbitsky [38], we may assume that the Sasakian structure is quasi-regular. A basic
structural result in Sasakian geometry (Theorem 7.1.3 from [10]) guarantees that, in this
case, M supports an almost free circle action. Furthermore, the quotient space, N “
M{S 1, is a compact Ka¨hler orbifold, with Ka¨hler class h P H2pN,Qq satisfying the Hard
Lefschetz property, that is, multiplication by hk defines an isomorphism
(16) Hn´kpNq – // Hn`kpNq
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for each 1 ď k ď n; see [10, Proposition 7.2.2 and Theorem 7.2.9].
The thesis of Tievsky [49, §4.3] provides a very useful model for a Sasakian manifold.
Theorem 6.1 ([49]). Every compact Sasakian manifold M admits as a finite model over
R the Hirsch extension
A.pMq “ pH.pNq bh Źptq, dq,
where d is zero on H.pNq and dt “ h, the Ka¨hler class of N.
Sasakian geometry is an odd-dimensional analogue of Ka¨hler geometry. From this
point of view, the above theorem is a rough analogue of the main result on the algebraic
topology of compact Ka¨hler manifolds from [16], guaranteeing that such manifolds are
formal. Theorem 6.1 only says that M behaves like an almost free compact S 1-manifold
with formal orbit space. A recent result from [4] establishes the formality of the orbifold
de Rham algebra of a compact Ka¨hler orbifold. Unfortunately, this is not enough for
applying Theorem 4.7, since the authors of [4] do not prove that the orbifold de Rham
algebra is weakly equivalent to the Sullivan de Rham algebra.
By construction, the Tievsky model A.pMq is a real cdga defined over Q. Nevertheless,
it does not follow from [49] that A.pMq is a model for M over Q. To understand why that
is the case, let us make a parenthetical remark.
Remark 6.2. It follows from Sullivan’s work [47] that there exist smooth manifolds that
have non-quasi-isomorphic rational models which become quasi-isomorphic when ten-
sored with R (for concrete examples of this sort, see [37]). Such failure of descent from
real homotopy type to rational homotopy type may even occur with models endowed with
0-differentials.
However, we can say something very useful regarding rational models for Sasakian
manifolds. We start with a lemma, and will come back to this point in Theorem 6.7.
Lemma 6.3. The Tievsky model A.RpMq “ pH.pN,Rq bh Źptq, dq is a finite model with
positive weights for M, in the sense from §3.3.
Proof. By Theorem 6.1, we have that ΩpM,Rq » AR, where Ak “ Hk bh Źptq and Hk
denotes the cdga pH.pN, kq, d “ 0q. Note that ΩpM,Rq, AR, and HR all have rational
forms, namely, ΩpM,Qq, AQ, and HQ. The fact that AR has positive weights follows from
the discussion in §3.3. We only need to show that Tievsky’s identification, H1pARq ”
H1pM,Rq, preserves Q-structures.
Let ϕ : HR Ñ AR be the canonical cdga inclusion. It follows from the construction
of the Tievsky model that the homomorphism ϕ˚ : H.pN,Rq Ñ H.pARq ” H.pM,Rq
coincides with the induced homomorphism p˚ : H.pN,Rq Ñ H.pM,Rq, where p : M Ñ
N “ M{S 1 is the canonical projection. In particular, the respective Q-structures are
preserved. Moreover, since h ‰ 0, the map ϕ˚ : H1pN,Rq Ñ H1pARq is an isomorphism,
and we are done. 
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Applying now Theorem 3.3, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 6.4. Let M be a compact Sasakian manifold. For each i, s ě 0, all irreducible
components of the characteristic variety V is pMq passing through 1 are algebraic subtori
of the character group H1pM,C˚q.
A well-known, direct relationship between Ka¨hler and Sasakian geometry is as fol-
lows. Let N be a compact Ka¨hler manifold such that the Ka¨hler class is integral, i.e.,
h P H2pN,Zq, and let M be the total space of the principal S 1-bundle classified by h.
Then M is a regular Sasakian manifold. A concrete class of examples is provided by the
Heisenberg manifoldsH n from Example 6.8 below.
6.2. Partial formality of Sasakian manifolds. Let M2n`1 be a compact Sasakian mani-
fold, with fundamental group pi “ pi1pMq. A basic question one can ask is: Is the group pi
(or, equivalently, the manifold M) 1-formal? When n “ 1, clearly the answer is negative,
a simple example being provided by the Heisenberg manifoldH 1. In [30, Theorem 1.1],
H. Kasuya claims that the case n “ 1 is exceptional, in the following sense.
Claim 6.5. Every compact Sasakian manifold of dimension 2n ` 1 is 1-formal over R,
provided n ą 1.
It turns out that the proof from [30] has a gap, which we now proceed to explain. Given
a cdga A, the (degree 2) decomposable part is the subspace DH2pAq Ď H2pAq defined
as the image of the product map in homology, H1pAq ^ H1pAq Ñ H2pAq. What Kasuya
actually shows is that
(17) DH2pM1pMqq “ H2pM1pMqq,
for a compact Sasakian manifold M2n`1 with n ą 1, where M1pMq is the Sullivan 1-
minimal model of M, over R.
Equality (17) is an easy consequence of 1-formality. Kasuya deduces the 1-formality
of M from (17), by invoking in [30, Proposition 4.1] as a crucial tool Lemma 3.17 from
[2]. Unfortunately, though, this lemma is false, as shown by Ma˘cinic in Example 4.5 and
Remark 4.6 from [33]. Nevertheless, the next theorem proves Claim 6.5 in a stronger
form, while also recovering equality (17).
Theorem 6.6. Every compact Sasakian manifold M of dimension 2n`1 is pn´1q-formal,
over an arbitrary field k of characteristic 0.
Proof. Let N “ M{S 1. By Theorem 6.1, the manifold M admits the Tievsky model
AC “ pH.pNq bh Źptq, dq, with d “ 0 on H.pNq and dt “ h. Recall now that the Ka¨hler
orbifold N satisfies the Hard Lefschetz Theorem, as explained in (16). It follows that the
sequence thu is pn ´ 1q-regular in H.pNq, in the sense from §4.2. Hence, by Theorem
4.4, the manifold M is pn ´ 1q-formal over C. By descent of partial formality (cf. [46]),
M is pn´ 1q-formal over Q, and hence over k. 
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The next result makes Theorem 6.6 more precise, by constructing an explicit finite,
pn´ 1q-model with zero differential for M over an arbitrary field of characteristic 0.
Theorem 6.7. Let M be a compact Sasakian manifold M of dimension 2n ` 1. The
Sullivan model of M over a field k of characteristic 0 has the same pn ´ 1q-type over k
as the cdga pH.pNq{h ¨ H.pNq, d “ 0q, where N “ M{S 1 and h P H2pN, kq is the Ka¨hler
class.
Proof. As before, let ΩpM, kq be the Sullivan model of M over k, let AR be Tievsky
model of M over R, and let Hk “ pH.pN, kq, d “ 0q. Recall from the proof of Theorem
4.4 that there is a cdga map ψ : AR Ñ pHR{hHR, d “ 0q which induces a graded ring
isomorphism between the truncations HďnpARq and pHR{hHRqďn, with inverse induced
by ϕ˚. Identify the graded rings HďnpM,Rq and HďnpARq, using the zig-zag of quasi-
isomorphisms provided by the weak equivalenceΩpM,Rq » AR. The proof of Lemma 6.3
shows that the composed graded ring isomorphism, HďnpM,Rq – pHR{hHRqďn, respects
Q-structures. Therefore, we obtain an isomorphism of graded rings,
(18) HďnpM,Qq – pHQ{hHQqďn.
The following version of the truncation construction from §3.2 will be helpful in the
sequel. Let A be a connected cdga over a field of characteristic zero, and let q ě 0. Write
Aq`1 “ Zq`1pAq ‘ Uq`1. Plainly, Uq`1 ‘À jąq`1 A j is a differential ideal. Denote by
Arq ` 1s the quotient cdga, and let κ : A Ñ Arq ` 1s be the canonical cdga projection. It
is immediate to check that the map κ˚ : H.pAq Ñ H.pArq ` 1sq is an isomorphism up to
degree q` 1, and that A.rq` 1s “ 0 in degrees ą q` 1. In particular, A »q Arq` 1s and
the truncated cohomology ring Hďq`1pAq is isomorphic to H.pArq` 1sq.
LetMQ be the minimal model ofΩpM,Qq. As we explained previously,ΩpM,Qq »n´1
MQrns. This clearly implies that pH.pM,Qq, d “ 0q »n´1 pH.pMQrnsq, d “ 0q. On the
other hand, ΩpM,Qq »n´1 pH.pM,Qq, d “ 0q, by partial formality over Q. Hence,
ΩpM,Qq »n´1 pH.pMQrnsq, d “ 0q
– pHďnpM,Qq, d “ 0q(19)
– ppHQ{hHQqďn, d “ 0q,
where the last two isomorphisms are given by modified truncation and (18). Plainly,
pHQ{hHQ, d “ 0q »n´1 ppHQ{hHQqďn, d “ 0q, by standard truncation. Putting things
together, we conclude that ΩpM,Qq »n´1 pHQ{hHQ, d “ 0q. By extension of scalars, the
same conclusion holds over k. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
As illustrated by the next example, the conclusion of Theorem 6.6 is optimal.
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Example 6.8. Let E “ S 1 ˆ S 1 be an elliptic complex curve, and let N “ Eˆn be the
product of n such curves, with Ka¨hler form ω “ řni“1 dxi ^ dyi. The corresponding
Sasakian manifold is the p2n ` 1q-dimensional Heisenberg nilmanifold H n. Theorem
6.6 guarantees that H n is pn ´ 1q-formal. As noted in [33, Remark 5.4], though, the
manifoldH n is not n-formal. We refer to [33] for a detailed study of the partial formality
properties of this family of manifolds.
Remark 6.9. The compact Sasakian manifold H n from the above example may be al-
ternatively described as the quotient of a certain nilpotent Lie group Hp1, nq by a suitable
discrete, cocompact subgroup. The Tievsky model was used in [13] to show that a com-
pact, p2n` 1q-dimensional nilmanifold admits a Sasakian structure if and only if it is the
quotient of Hp1, nq by a discrete, cocompact subgroup Γ.
6.3. Sasakian groups. A group pi is said to be a Sasakian group if it can be realized as
the fundamental group of a compact, Sasakian manifold. A major open problem in the
field (see e.g. [10, Chapter 7] or [14]) is: “Which finitely presented groups are Sasakian?”
A first, well-known obstruction is that the first Betti number b1ppiq must be even, see
for instance the references listed by Chen in [14]. Much more subtle obstructions are
provided by the following result. Fix a field k of characteristic 0.
Corollary 6.10. Let pi “ pi1pM2n`1q be a Sasakian group. Then:
(1) The Malcev Lie algebra mppi, kq is the lcs completion of the quotient of the free
Lie algebra LpH1ppi, kqq by an ideal generated in degrees 2 and 3. Moreover, this
Lie algebra presentation can be explicitly described in terms of the graded ring
H.pM{S 1, kq and the Ka¨hler class h P H2pM{S 1, kq.
(2) The group pi is filtered-formal.
(3) For every complex linear algebraic group G, the germ at the origin of the repre-
sentation variety Homppi,Gq is defined by quadrics and cubics only.
Proof. If n ą 1, Theorems 6.6 and 3.6 imply that mppi, kq is isomorphic to the lcs com-
pletion of the holonomy Lie algebra of pH{hH, d “ 0q, where H. :“ H.pM{S 1, kq. Pick
k-bases for H1 and H2, say, thiu and th, fγu. Set vγ “ Y˚H fγ˚ P L2ph˚i q. It follows from
the definitions that the above holonomy Lie algebra has quadratic presentation
(20) hppH{hH, d “ 0qq “ Lph˚i q{ ideal pvγq.
If n “ 1, it is well-known that the compact Ka¨hler orbifold M{S 1 is a genus g smooth
projective curve Σg (see e.g. [10, Proposition 4.4.4]). By [16], the manifold Σg is formal.
We infer from Lemma 4.2 that ΩpM, kq » A, where A :“ H be Źptq, for some e P
H2pΣg, kq. Note that M and M{S 1 have the same first Betti number, since h ‰ 0. This
implies that e ‰ 0, since otherwise b1pMq “ b1pM{S 1q ` 1. Normalizing if necessary,
we may thus assume that e is the orientation class of Σg.
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By Theorem 3.6, the Malcev Lie algebra mppi, kq is isomorphic to the lcs completion
of hpAq, which in turn can be computed as in Theorem 5.1. Plainly, hpAq “ 0 if g “ 0.
If g ą 0, let ta1, b1, . . . , ag, bgu be a dual symplectic basis for H1. Set u “ řirai, bis. We
obtain the following cubic presentation:
(21) hpAq – Lpa1, b1, . . . , ag, bgq{ ideal prai, us, rbi, usq.
As shown in [46], the same result as in the case n “ 1 holds for all orientable Seifert
fibered 3-manifolds. The claim on representation varieties is a consequence of Corollary
3.7. 
As an application of Corollary 6.4, we obtain another (independent) obstruction to
Sasakianity.
Corollary 6.11. Let pi be a Sasakian group. For each s ě 0, all irreducible components of
the characteristic variety V 1s ppiq passing through 1 are algebraic subtori of the character
group Homppi,C˚q.
By Theorem 6.1, the R-homotopy type of a compact Sasakian manifold M depends
only on the cohomology ring H.pM{S 1,Rq and the Ka¨hler class h P H2pM{S 1,Qq. Sur-
prisingly enough, it turns out that the germs at 1 of certain representation varieties and
jump loci of pi1pMq depend only on the graded cohomology ring of M{S 1.
Corollary 6.12. Let M be a compact Sasakian manifold, and let G be either SL2pCq, or
a Borel subgroup. Then the germ at 1 of Homgrppi1pMq,Gq depends only on the graded
ring H.pM{S 1,Cq and the Lie algebra of G, in an explicit way. Similarly, the germs
V 1s ppi1pMqqp1q depend (explicitly) only on the graded ring H.pM{S 1,Cq, for all s.
Proof. Set H. “ H.pM{S 1,Cq, and let A “ H bh Źptq be the complex Tievsky model
of M. Denote by ϕ : pH, d “ 0q ãÑ A the canonical cdga inclusion. Let g Ď sl2pCq be
the Lie algebra of G. Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 5.3 give the following isomorphism
of analytic germs:
(22) Homgrppi1pMq,Gqp1q – pF 1pA, gq Y ϕ!pF pH, gqqqp0q.
Since h ‰ 0, the map ϕ˚ : H1 Ñ H1pAq is an isomorphism. Hence, F 1pA, gq “
ϕ!pF 1pH, gqq Ď ϕ!pF pH, gqq. Therefore, Homgrppi1pMq,Gqp1q – F pH, gqp0q. This proves
the first claim.
Again by Theorem 3.2, V 1s ppi1pMqqp1q – R1s pAqp0q, for all s. We infer from Proposition
5.5(2b) that
(23) V 1s ppi1pMqqp1q – R1s ppH, d “ 0qqp0q, for all s ,
and this proves the second claim. 
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7. Poincare´ duality and cohomology jump loci
In this section, we prove that Poincare´ duality at the level of cochains implies twisted
Poincare´ duality. We illustrate this phenomenon with examples coming from almost free
K-actions.
Let A be a finite-dimensional, commutative graded algebra over a characteristic zero
field k. We say that A is a Poincare´ duality algebra of dimension n (for short, an n-pda) if
Ai “ 0 for i ą n and An “ k, while the bilinear form
(24) Ai b An´i // An “ k
given by the product is non-degenerate, for all 0 ď i ď n (in particular, A is connected). If
M is a closed, connected, orientable, n-dimensional manifold, then, by Poincare´ duality,
the cohomology algebra A “ H.pM, kq is an n-pda.
Now let A “ pA., dq be a cdga. We say that A is a Poincare´ duality differential graded
algebra of dimension n (for short, an n-pd-cdga) if the underlying algebra A is an n-pda,
and, moreover, HnpAq “ k, or, equivalently, dAn´1 “ 0.
Clearly, if A is an n-pda, then pA, d “ 0q is an n-pd-cdga. Hasegawa showed in [27]
that the minimal model for the classifying space of a finitely-generated nilpotent group pi
is a pd-cdga. Let A.be a cdga with H1pAq “ 0 for which H.pAq is an n-pda. Lambrechts
and Stanley showed in [31] that A is weakly equivalent to an n-pd-cdga. The next result
is probably known to the experts. For the reader’s convenience, we include a proof.
Lemma 7.1. Let A.“ B.bτ Źptiq be a Hirsch extension with variables ti of degree mi.
If pB., dBq is an n-pd-cdga, then pA., dAq is an m-pd-cdga, where m “ n`řmi.
Proof. Clearly A. is an m-pda. It remains to check that dApb b ti1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ tirq “ 0, for all
b P Bq such that q`ř j mi j “ m´1. Note that the condition on degrees forces q ě n´1.
Indeed,
(25) dApbb ti1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ tirq “ dBpbq b ti1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ tir `
ÿ
j
˘b ¨ τpti jq b ti1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ pti j ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ tir .
In the above, all elements of the form b ¨ τpti jq belong to Bąn. These elements must be
equal to zero, since B is an n-pda. By the same argument, dBpbq “ 0 if q ą n´ 1. Finally,
if q “ n´ 1 then again dBpbq “ 0, by our n-pd-cdga assumption on B. 
Corollary 7.2. Let M be an almost free K-manifold. If B is a finite model of the orbit
space N “ M{K and an n-pd-cdga, then the finite model of M from Lemma 4.2, A “
Bbτ ŹP, is an pn` dim Kq-pd-cdga. If N is a formal, closed, orientable, n-manifold, we
may take B.“ pH.pNq, d “ 0q.
In the case of principal K-bundles, we obtain a more precise result.
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Corollary 7.3. Let N be a finite space having an n-pd-cdga finite model B, over Q. Let K
be an arbitrary compact connected Lie group. Any Hirsch extension, A “ BbτŹPK , may
be realized as an pn ` dim Kq-pd-cdga finite model of a principal K-bundle Mτ over N.
When N is a formal, closed, orientable, n-manifold, we may take B.“ pH.pNq, d “ 0q.
Proof. The existence of the principal K-bundle Mτ with prescribed finite model A “
B bτ ŹPK follows from Theorem 4.3. In turn, Lemma 7.1 yields the claimed pd-cdga
property. 
Let pA, dq be a finite cdga . For a finite-dimensional vector space V , define an isomor-
phism σ : A1 b glpVq »ÝÑ A1 b glpV˚q by σpη b gq “ ´η b g˚ for η P A1 and g P glpVq.
Identifying V with km, this isomorphism coincides with the involution ´ idA1 bT , where
T : glmpkq Ñ glmpkq is matrix transposition. It is straightforward to verify that σ induces
an isomorphism between the corresponding varieties of flat connections,
(26) σ : F pA, glpVqq » // F pA, glpV˚qq .
In the next result, covariant derivatives are taken with respect to the identity represen-
tations of glpVq and glpV˚q.
Lemma 7.4. Let pA., dq be an n-pd-cdga, and let ω P F pA, glpVqq be a glpVq-valued flat
connection. Then, for all 0 ď i ď n, the diagram
pAiq˚ b V˚ pAi`1q˚ b V˚dω˚oo
An´i b V˚
PD »
OO
An´i´1 b V˚ ,dσpωqoo
PD »
OO
with vertical arrows induced by Poincare´ duality isomorphisms, commutes up to a p´1qn´i
sign.
Proof. Write ω “ řα ηα b gα P A1 b glpVq. Then σpωq “ řα´ηα b gα˚. Pick a b v˚ P
An´i´1bV˚ and bbu P AibV . Denoting by x- , -y the evaluation maps and using formula
(5) for the covariant derivative, we find that
(27) xPD ˝dσpωqpab v˚q, bb uy “ da ¨ b xv˚, u y ´
ÿ
α
ηα ¨ a ¨ b xv˚, gαuy
and
xd˚ω ˝ PDpab v˚q, bb uy “ xPDpab v˚q, dωpbb uqy(28)
“ a ¨ db xv˚, u y `
ÿ
α
a ¨ ηα ¨ b xv˚, gαuy.
In view of our n-pd-cdga assumption on A, and the fact that 0 “ dpa ¨ bq “ da ¨ b `
p´1qn´i´1a ¨db, the first terms from (27) and (28) differ by a factor of p´1qn´i. Moreover,
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by graded-commutativity of A, we also have that ´ηαab “ p´1qn´iaηαb, for all α, and
this completes the proof. 
The previous lemma leads to the following twisted Poincare´ duality result.
Corollary 7.5. Let pA., dq be an n-pd-cdga, and let ω P F pA, glpVqq. Then
HipAb V, dωq˚ – Hn´ipAb V˚, dσpωqq, @ i.
This in turn gives rise to Poincare´ duality for embedded resonance varieties.
Lemma 7.6. Let A.be an n-pd-cdga. Let g be either glmpkq or slmpkq. Denote by θ either
id : glmpkq Ñ glmpkq or the inclusion slmpkq ãÑ glmpkq. Then the involution σ : A1 b
glmpkq »ÝÑ A1 b glmpkq induces an algebraic isomorphism of embedded varieties,
σ : pF pA, gq,R ispA, θqq – // pF pA, gq,Rn´is pA, θqq , @ i, s .
Proof. The first case is a direct consequence of Corollary 7.5.
In the second case, the equality F pA, slmpkqq “ F pA, glmpkqq X A1 b slmpkq is an
instance of the well-known general formula describing the behavior of flat connections
with respect to Lie subalgebras; see (4). In view of Remark 2.5 from [34], the resonance
varietyR ispA, θq is the intersection ofR ispA, idglmpkqq with A1 b slmpkq. On the other hand,
the involution σ leaves invariant the subspace A1 b slmpkq Ď A1 b glmpkq. The desired
conclusion follows at once. 
We deduce the following topological consequence. Let G be either GLmpCq or SLmpCq.
Denote by ι either the identity GLmpCq Ñ GLmpCq or the inclusion SLmpCq ãÑ GLmpCq.
Theorem 7.7. Let X be a finite space admitting a finite model A which is an n-pd-
cdga over C. There is then an analytic involution of Homppi1pXq,Gqp1q which identifies
V is pX, ιqp1q with V n´is pX, ιqp1q, for all i, s. Furthermore, in the rank 1 case, this involution
is induced by the involution ρ ÞÑ ρ´1 of the character group H1pX,C˚q.
Proof. The general case follows from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 7.6. In the rank one
case, Theorem B(2) from [17] guarantees that the identification between F pAqp0q ”
H1pX,Cqp0q and H1pX,C˚qp1q is given by the exponential map. On the other hand, in
this case σ “ ´ id. 
Remark 7.8. Given a finitely generated group pi, the correspondence ρ ÞÑ pρ˚q´1 de-
fines an algebraic involution of the representation variety, α : Homgrppi,GLmpCqq »ÝÑ
Homgrppi,GLmpCqq. If M is an n-dimensional closed, orientable manifold with pi “
pi1pMq, well-known results about Poincare´ duality with local coefficients (see for instance
[52, §2]) imply that the global involution α identifies V is pM, ιq with V n´is pM, ιq, for all
i, s, where ι is the identity map of GLmpCq. Theorem 7.7, then, can be viewed as a local
analogue of this classical result.
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8. Quasi-projective manifolds
Another class of examples where our techniques developed so far give strong topo-
logical consequences is provided by certain complex quasi-projective manifolds, closely
related to classical 3-manifold theory. In this section we establish the general setup.
8.1. Admissible maps and rank 1 jump loci. Let M be a quasi-projective manifold, i.e.,
an irreducible, smooth, complex quasi-projective variety, and let S be a smooth complex
curve, i.e., a 1-dimensional quasi-projective manifold. A regular, surjective map f : M Ñ
S is said to be an admissible map if the generic fiber of f is connected. The curve S is
said to be of general type if χpS q ă 0. The set E pMq of admissible maps onto curves of
general type (modulo reparametrization at the target) is finite.
It is readily seen that V 11 pS q “ H1pS ,C˚q, for every curve S of general type. A cel-
ebrated theorem of Arapura describes the geometry of the characteristic variety V 11 pMq,
largely in terms of pull-backs along admissible maps of the character tori of the target
curves of general type.
Theorem 8.1 ([3]). The correspondence f { f !pH1pS ,C˚qq gives a bijection between the
set E pMq and the set of positive-dimensional irreducible components of V 11 pMq passing
through the identity of the character group H1pM,C˚q.
In particular, the non-trivial part of pHomppi1pMq,C˚q,V 11 pMqqp1q pulls back from curves
of general type, via admissible maps. The infinitesimal counterpart of this result is a con-
sequence of [17, Theorem C].
Theorem 8.2 ([17]). For a quasi-projective manifold M with finite model A with posi-
tive weights, the set E pMq is in bijection with the set of positive-dimensional irreducible
components ofR11pAq Ď H1pAq ” H1pMq via the correspondence f { f !pH1pS ,Cqq.
8.2. Embedded rank 2 jump loci and admissible maps. We now formulate a rank-2
analog of Theorem 8.1.
Question 8.3. Let M be a quasi-projective manifold. Given a rational representation
ι : SL2pCq Ñ GLpVq, does the non-trivial part of the germ
(29) pHomgrppi1pMq,SL2pCqq,V 11 pM, ιqqp1q
pull back from curves of general type, via admissible maps?
We start by giving a precise infinitesimal analog of this question. To do this, we first
need to review a couple of relevant facts about compactifications and Gysin models.
Following [19], we say that a divisor D in a projective manifold M is a hypersurface
arrangement if all irreducible components of D are smooth, and D coincides locally with
the union of an arrangement of linear hyperplanes. When all these hyperplanes are actu-
ally coordinate hyperplanes, D is a normal crossing divisor.
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Now let M be a quasi-projective manifold. There is then a convenient compactification
M Ă M. This means that the complement D “ M zM is a hypersurface arrangement,
and every element of E pMq is represented by an admissible map f : M Ñ S which is the
restriction of a regular map f¯ : M Ñ S , where S “ S Y F is the canonical compactifica-
tion of the curve S (obtained by adding a finite set of points F), such that f¯´1pFq Ď D.
(If needed, one may also assume that D is a normal crossing divisor.)
In the case when D is a normal-crossing divisor, Morgan constructed in [35] a Gysin
model, ApM,Dq, for the quasi-projective manifold M. In [19], Dupont extends this con-
struction to the case when D is an arbitrary hypersurface arrangement. As with Morgan’s
original Gysin model, Dupont’s model ApM,Dq is a finite model, and is functorial in the
appropriate sense.
We may now rephrase Question 8.3. Let M be a quasi-projective manifold. As ex-
plained in Remark 3.5, we may assume b1pMq ą 0, to avoid trivialities. Let g be the
Lie algebra sl2pCq or one of its Borel subalgebras, and let θ : g Ñ glpVq be a finite-
dimensional representation.
We will need one more definition, extracted from [34]. For a 1-finite cdga A. and a
finite-dimensional Lie representation θ : gÑ glpVq, the set
(30) ΠpA, θq “ tω “ ηb g P F 1pA, gq | det θpgq “ 0u
is a Zariski-closed, homogeneous subvariety of F 1pA, gq. Furthermore, if HipAq ‰ 0,
then ΠpA, θq is contained in R i1pA, θq, cf. [34, Theorem 1.2]. Plainly, the variety ΠpA, θq
depends only on the vector space H1pAq and the representation θ.
Question 8.4. Is there a convenient compactification M “ MYD such that the following
equalities hold?
F pApM,Dq, gq “ F 1pApM,Dq, gq Y
ď
fPE pMq
f !pF pApS , Fq, gqq.(31)
R11pApM,Dq, θq “ ΠpApM,Dq, θq Y
ď
fPE pMq
f !pF pApS , Fq, gqq.(32)
In the above, we view F 1pApM,Dq, gq and ΠpApM,Dq, θq as the ‘trivial parts’ of the
respective varieties, since they depend only on b1pMq and θ. In the case when g “ C and
θ “ idC, we clearly haveF 1pApM,Dq, gq “ H1pMq and ΠpApM,Dq, θq “ t0u.
In view of a recent result from [44], a positive answer to the global Question 8.4 would
imply a positive answer to the local Question 8.3. Equalities (31) and (32) are known to
hold for several interesting classes of quasi-projective manifolds M. Let W‚ denote the
Deligne weight filtration on H‚pMq.
Example 8.5. If M is a projective manifold (in which case W1pH1pMqq “ H1pMq), we
may take D “ H and F “ H in the above formulas. By [35], we have that ApM,Hq “
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pH‚pMq, d “ 0q, and similarly for S “ S . Using now Corollary 7.2 from [34], we
conclude that Question 8.4 has a positive answer in this case.
Example 8.6. As shown in Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 4.1 from [5], in the case when
W1pH1pMqq “ 0 there is a convenient compactification M “ MYD, where D is a normal-
crossings divisor, such that the equalities from Question 8.4 hold. Furthermore, according
to Theorem 1.3 from [5], Question 8.4 has a positive answer also for partial configuration
spaces of smooth projective curves.
Question 8.4 is analyzed in much detail in follow-up work, [43, 44]. In particu-
lar, in [44, Theorem 1.2], we reinterpret this question in terms of the local structure of
the representation variety Homppi1pMq,Gq and of the embedded cohomology jump loci
V 11 ppi1pMq, ιq.
9. Isolated surface singularities
In this section, we will describe another large class of quasi-projective manifolds for
which Question 8.4 has a positive answer.
9.1. A Hirsch extension model. Let X be a complex affine surface endowed with a good
C˚-action and having a normal, isolated singularity at 0. Let M be its singularity link (a
closed, oriented, smooth 3-dimensional manifold). The punctured surface X˚ “ Xzt0u
is a quasi-projective manifold which deform-retracts onto M. Moreover, the almost free
good C˚-action on X˚ restricts to an S 1-action on M with finite isotropy subgroups. In
particular, M is an orientable Seifert fibered 3-manifold. The orbit space, M{S 1 “ X˚{C˚,
is a smooth projective curve Σg, of genus g “ 12b1pMq, and the regular canonical projec-
tion, f : X˚ Ñ X˚{C˚, induces an isomorphism on first homology. See for instance [18]
and references therein.
Proposition 9.1. Let e P H2pΣgq be the orientation class of Σg. The quasi-projective
manifold X˚ has a finite model with positive weights of the form
A.“ pH.pΣgq be Źptq, dq,
where d vanishes on H.pΣgq and dt “ e. Moreover, pA., dq is a 3-pd-cdga.
Proof. The smooth projective curve Σg is a formal space, and thus admits the finite model
B.“ pH.pΣgq, d “ 0q. Let e1 P H2pΣgq be the Euler class from Lemma 4.2. The e1 ‰ 0,
since otherwise b1pMq “ 1`2g. Hence, after normalization if necessary, we may assume
e1 “ e. The assertion on Poincare´ duality follows from Corollary 7.2. 
From now on, we will assume that g ą 0 (the reason for this restriction on the genus is
explained in Remark 3.5).
Proposition 9.2. For X˚ as above, E pX˚q “ H if g “ 1 and E pX˚q “ t f u if g ą 1.
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Proof. The orbit map f : X˚ Ñ X˚{C˚ “ Σg is an orbifold bundle map, with connected
generic fiber C˚; thus, f is an admissible map. Our claims follow from Theorem 8.2,
Proposition 9.1 and Corollary 5.6. 
Remark 9.3. By Proposition 9.1, A is a 3-pd-cdga. In particular, R ispAq “ H for i ą 3
and s ą 0. For i “ 0, it follows directly from definitions (6) and (5) that R01pAq “ t0u
and R0s pAq “ H for s ą 1. By Proposition 5.5(2b), R1s pAq equals R1s ppH.pΣgq, d “
0qq, for all s. Again from the definitions, and using Poincare´ duality in H.pΣgq, it is
straightforward to check that R1s pAq equals H1pΣgq for s ď 2g ´ 2, while it is t0u for
2g ´ 1 ď s ď 2g and it is empty for s ą 2g. By Lemma 7.6, R ispAq is thus computed
for all values of i and s. By Theorem 3.2, this gives a description of V is pMqp1q for all i, s,
which complements the computations from [18, §8].
9.2. Rank 2 flat connections. Set pi “ pi1pMq – pi1pX˚q and H. “ H.pΣgq. Further-
more, let A. “ pH.be Źptq, dq be the complex finite model for M – X˚ described in
Proposition 9.1. Let ι : SL2 ãÑ GL2 be the defining representation, and let θ : sl2 ãÑ gl2
be its tangential representation. By Theorem 3.2, there is an analytic isomorphism of
germ pairs,
(33) pHomgrppi,SL2q,V i1 pX˚, ιqqp1q » // pF pA, sl2q,R i1pA, θqqp0q ,
for all i ě 0. Our next goal is to describe completely these germs of embedded rank 2
jump loci.
We start with the varieties of flat connections. We denote by ϕ : pH., d “ 0q ãÑ A. the
cdga inclusion. Note that H1pϕq : H1 Ñ H1pAq is an isomorphism, since e ‰ 0; see §5.3.
Corollary 9.4. Suppose g is a Lie subalgebra of sl2. If g “ 1, thenF pA, gq “ F 1pA, gq,
whereas if g ą 1, thenF pA, gq “ ϕ!pF pH, gqq.
Proof. Our assertions follow from Proposition 5.3. In the second case, we use the fact
that F 1pA, gq “ ϕ!pF 1pH, gqq, since H1pϕq is an isomorphism. In the first case, the
cdga pH, d “ 0q is the cochain algebra of a two-dimensional abelian Lie algebra. Hence,
F pH, gq “ F 1pH, gq, by [34, Lemma 4.14]. 
This corollary and Lemma 7.3 from [34] provide an explicit description of the variety
F pA, sl2q.
9.3. Rank 2 resonance. To complete the picture, we turn to the resonance varieties,
R i1pA, θq. We know from Proposition 9.1 that A. is a 3-pd-cdga; in particular, it is con-
centrated in degrees 0 ď i ď 3. Consequently, R i1pA, θq “ H for i ą 3. In the remaining
degrees, we use Poincare´ duality, cf. Lemma 7.6.
Lemma 3.4 from [34] takes care of the first case (i “ 0):
(34) R01pA, θq “ ΠpA, θq.
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In the last case (i “ 1), we obtain the following explicit description.
Proposition 9.5. With notation as in §9.2, we have
R11pA, θq “
#
ΠpA, θq if g “ 1,
ϕ!pF pH, sl2qq if g ą 1.
Proof. For g ą 1, we apply Proposition 4.1 from [5] to the one-element family of cdga
maps tϕ : H ãÑ Au. We have to check that R11pAq “ im H1pϕq and that equality holds in
(13) for g “ sl2. The first property follows from Corollary 5.6, and the second property is
verified in Proposition 5.3. We infer thatR11pA, θq “ ΠpA, θq Y ϕ!pF pH, sl2qq. Our claim
then follows from Corollary 9.4.
The genus 1 formula is a consequence of Corollary 3.8 from [34], since in this case
F pA, sl2q “ F 1pA, sl2q, by Corollary 9.4, andR11pAq “ t0u, by Corollary 5.6. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.8 from the Introduction, which may be
rephrased as follows.
Theorem 9.6. For a punctured, quasi-homogeneous surface with isolated singularity,
Question 8.4 has a positive answer.
Proof. For the purpose of this proof, we will denote by M the given punctured, quasi-
homogeneous surface. We will show that (31) and (32) hold, for a convenient compacti-
fication M obtained by adding a normal crossings divisor D. By Proposition 4.1 from [5]
and the discussion following it, it is enough to check only equality (31).
Set A
‚ “ A‚pM,Dq and H‚ “ pH‚pΣgq, d “ 0q, and note that A‚pΣg,Hq “ H‚. We
need to consider the two cases appearing in Proposition 9.2. In the case when g “ 1,
formula (31) reduces to
(35) F pA, gq “ F 1pA, gq.
Since the map f ˚ : H1pΣgq Ñ H1pMq is an isomorphism,F 1pA ‚, gq “ f !pF 1pH ‚, gqq.
Hence, in genus g ą 1, formula (31) becomes
(36) F pA, gq “ f !pF pH‚, gqq.
Next, we claim it is enough to show that the backward inclusions from both (35) and
(36) become equalities around 0. This is due to the fact that all varieties in sight have
the property that all their irreducible components pass through 0. This property in turn is
an easy consequence of the fact that all the above varieties are endowed with a positive
weight C˚-action. We recall from [17, Example 5.3] that the Gysin model A has positive
weights. Moreover, as explained in [17, §9.17], the associated C˚-action on Ab g leaves
F pA, gq invariant. The varieties F 1pA, gq and f !pF pH‚, gqq are defined by quadratic
equations; thus, they are also invariant with respect to the standard, weight-1 C˚-action.
Therefore, we have reduced our proof to the corresponding germs at the origin.
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Let A‚ “ pH‚ be Źptq, dq be the finite model for M from Proposition 9.1. We know
from Corollary 9.4 that F pA‚, gq “ F 1pA‚, gq for g “ 1 and F pA‚, gq “ ϕ!pF pH‚, gqq
for g ą 1. In particular, these equalities hold in a neighborhood of 0.
By Theorem 3.2,F pA‚, gqp0q – F pA‚, gqp0q. Clearly,F 1pA‚, gqp0q – F 1pA‚, gqp0q and
f !pF pH‚, gqqp0q – ϕ!pF pH‚, gqqp0q. Hence, F pA‚, gqp0q – F 1pA‚, gqp0q for g “ 1 and
F pA‚, gqp0q – f !pF pH‚, gqqp0q for g ą 1. In both cases, the Hopfian argument from the
proof of Theorem 5.7 shows that equality holds in a neighborhood of 0, in both (35) and
(36). This completes the proof. 
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